
2021 PRICE LIST
15 Micron 25 Micron Sateen S/Steel Polished S/Steel

Table Knife £10.40 £12.20 £4.10 £4.90
Dessert Knife £10.30 £12.10 £4.00 £4.75

Tea Knife £10.10 £11.85 £3.85 £4.65
Table Fork £10.95 £13.15 £4.30 £5.20

Dessert Fork £9.90 £12.20 £4.10 £4.90
Dessert Spoon £9.90 £12.20 £4.10 £4.90

Soup Spoon £9.90 £12.20 £4.10 £4.90
Teaspoon £7.95 £9.40 £3.55 £4.20

Coffee Spoon £7.00 £8.55 £3.05 £3.65
Fish Knife £10.40 £12.20 £4.10 £4.90
Fish Fork £10.75 £12.60 £4.20 £5.00

Table Spoon £12.55 £14.50 £4.50 £5.50
Small Ladle (eg Cream) £12.70 £15.20 £4.10 £4.90

Medium Ladle (eg Sauce) £17.90 £21.15 £4.50 £5.50
Large Ladle (eg Soup) £35.45 £41.30 £8.75 £10.70

Pie Slice £14.50 £17.15 £5.25 £6.35
Sugar Tongs £13.15 £16.00 N-A N-A

Ice Tongs £17.15 £21.15 N-A N-A
2pce Carver Set £36.85 £46.50 £17.15 £21.00
3pce Carver Set £47.90 £60.40 £24.75 £30.30

Pastry / Tea Fork £10.50 £12.40 £4.10 £4.90

Narrow French Taper Pistol Parallel
Table Knife £14.85 £14.85 £17.25 £17.15
Steak Knife £14.85 £14.85 £17.25 £17.15
Dessert Knife £14.45 £14.45 £16.90 £16.80
Tea Knife £14.00 £14.00 £16.50 £16.35

Candle End London Octagon Discount
Table Size £9.65 £10.90 10-20 Knives 2.5%
Dessert Size £9.00 £10.25 25+ Knives 5%
Tea Size £8.45 £9.65 50+ Knives 10%
Steak Knife £9.65 £10.90 PLEASE NOTE: 
Carver Fork £11.30 £12.50
Carver Knife £11.65 £12.90

with repairs that may require extra 

Under 10 Knives Over 10 Knives
Standard Knives £8.45 £7.70
Carvers £9.70 N-A

The above are general prices. 

Replating Re-Polishing

Re-handling - remove old 'bone-style' handles, prepare blade tangs & fit 
new cream or black dishwasher safe handles 

Re-blading - carefully remove old blades, prepare handles for new & cement new blades, finish new blades sharpen - 
check & quality control.

PLEASE NOTE - we cannot repair Rivetted handles or Global  and/or Global-style knives.

Sometimes unseen problems arise

PLEASE NOTE - All prices are each in UK£ sterling exclusive carriage &  VAT (where applicable)
For questions please e-mail repairs@cutleryhospital.com or phone 0114 272 1949

Re-cementing - remove blades, clean inside handles & re-cement your 
blades.

work which can result in additional 
costs - we will advise you ASAP if        
this proves to the case.


